Book 2
1) What is the name of Prophet Isa’s Mother?
Ans: -Syeda Maryam binte Imraan
2) Can you name 3 miracles that Prophet Isa (a.s) preformed?
Ans: -make a dead person alive again
Ans: -make a blind person see again
Ans: -curing illnesses
3) Prophet Dawood (A.S) ruled for many years and after him his youngest son became king, what is
the name of his youngest son?
Ans: - Prophet Sulaimaan(A.S)
4) mention the Holy book which was given to Prophet Dawood (a.s) by Allah.
Ans: - Zaboor
5) How many Ulul Azm Prophets are there, please name them?
Ans: - Prophet Nuh, Prophet Ibraheem, Prophet Musa, Prophet Isa, Prophet Muhammad (s.a.w.w)
6) How many divine books have been revealed by Allah (swt), and to which prophet?
Ans: Divine books: 1. Zabur - revealed to Prophet Dawood 2. Tawrat - revealed to Prophet Musa
3. Injil - revealed to Prophet Isa 4. Qur‟an - revealed to Prophet Muhammad (s.a.w.w)
7) What is the name of the year, the Holy Prophet Muhammad (saw) was born in?
Ans: -the year of the elephant
8) After the death of the Prophet’s mother, who took him into his care, and for how long?
Ans: - Abd al-Muttalib – took care of him for 2 years
9) During the Holy Prophets youth, he was truthful and respected, which gained him two titles, name
the two titles that people called him?
Ans: - al-Sadiq (the truthful) and al-Amin (the trustworthy).
10) Who is the great-grandfather of the Holy Prophet (saw) and Imam Ali (as)?
Ans: -Hashim ibn Abd Manaf
11) Who are the people of the Kisa, please mention their names?
Ans: - Prophet Muhammad (s.a.w.), - Imam Ali (a.s.), - Syeda Fatimah (a.s.), - Imam Hasan (a.s.), Imam Hussain (a.s.).
12) Eid e Mubahilah is celebrated amongst Shia Muslims, who did the Holy Prophet take with him to
the event of the Mubahiliah?
Ans: - Imam Ali (a.s.), - Syeda Fatimah (a.s.), - Imam Hasan (a.s.), - Imam Hussain (a.s.).

13) what does Mubahilah mean?
Ans: means to curse those are the liars (not true believers)
14) List the names of the last 6 imams in order?
Ans: - 6 th: Imam Ja'far As-Sadiq (a.s.) 7 th: Imam Musa Al-Kadhim (a.s.) 8 th: Imam Ali Ar-Ridha (a.s.)
9 th: Imam Muhammad At-Taqi (a.s.) 10th: Imam Ali An-Naqi (a.s.) 11th: Imam Hasan Al-Askari (a.s.)
12th: Imam Muhammad Al-Mahdi (a.s.)
15) Which brother of Imam Hussain (as) was called the Backbone of Bani Hashim?
Ans: -Hazrat Abbas
16) When and where was Imam Ali (as) born?
Ans: - Imam Ali (A.S) our first Imam was born in the Ka‟bah on the 13th of Rajab - the year 30„
Aamul Feel.
17) How many close companions did Prophet Isa (a.s) have, and what are they called?
Ans: -there are 12, Havariyoon
18) How many children did Imam Ali (as) and Syeda Fatima have altogether, mention their names?
Ans: - they had 5 children, Imam Hasan (A.S) Imam Hussain (A.S) Mohsin (A.S) Syeda Zainab (A.S)
Syeda Kulthum (A.S)
19) Which prophet has Allah (swt) raised to the heaven to protect him?
Ans: -Prophet Isa (a.s)
20) Translate the following Hadith " " الحسن و الحسين سيدا شباب أهل الجنة
Ans: -“Hasan and Hussain are the leaders of the Youth of Paradise”,
21) Which Masoom has said this hadith? " " الحسن و الحسين سيدا شباب أهل الجنة
Ans: -Holy Prophet Hazrat Muhammad (S.A.W.W.)
22) Translate the following hadith

''''من کنت موالہ فهذاعلی موالہ

Ans: whoever considered the Prophet (s.a.w.) their leader must also consider Imam Ali (a.s.) their
leader.
23) What is the name of the sword of Imam Ali (as) which was given by Allah (swt), and in which
war?
Ans: Zulfiqaar, given in the battle of Uhad
24) Translate the following hadith

‘’ قال رسول هللا (ص) '' أنا مدينة العلم وعلي بابها

Ans: The messenger of Allah (saww) said ‘’ I am the city of knowledge, and Ali is its gate”
25) Why do we need an Imam?

Ans: The Imam is there to help us and guide us
26) What is the date of the martyrdom of Imam Ali (as) and where is the Imam buried?
Ans: 21st Ramadan - 40 years after Hijrah and is buried in Najaf (Iraq)
27) What has Imam Mahdi (A.S) said in his Ziyaarah addressing Imam Hussain (A.S)
Ans: ‘’You were for the Prophet, a son and for the Holy Qur'aan, a support".
28) What is the Date of Birth, Title and Kuniyat of Syeda Zainab (sa)?
Ans: 5th of Jamadiul Awaal 5th Hijrah, (title:) Siddiqa-e-Sughra, (kuniyat:) Umm-ul-Massaib
29) What was the role of Syeda Zainab (s.a) in Karbala:?
Ans: Sayeda Zainab, (a.s) was the source of courage for the survivors of the tragedy of Karbala.
30) Where did Syeda Zainab (s.a) died and where is she buried?
Ans: Syeda Zainab (a.s) died in Shaam and her tomb is in Damascus, Syria.
31) Why do we remember Ashura evey year?
Ans: It is important to remember what happened on `Ashura because the Prophet (s.a.w) and the
Imams before Imam Hussain (A.S) had remembered it, and the Imams who came after Imam Hussain
(A.S) remembered it as well.

32) Where did the event of ghadeer take place?
A. Saudi Arabia

B. Iraq

C. Iran

D.Pakistan

Ans: A

33) What is the date of Mubahilah ?
A. 10th of Muharram

B. 21ST of Ramadan

C. 24th of Zilhajj

D. 18th of Zilhajj

Ans: C

34) Who was the mother of Imam Ali (a.s)?
A. Amina

B. Fatima Binte Asad

C. Salma Binte Abdullah

D.Asma

Ans: B

35) Who is the Prophet of the entire mankind?
A. Hazrat Adam
Ans: D

B. Hazrat Noah

C. Hazrat Musa

D. Hazrat Muhammad (s.a.w.w)

36) What is the meaning of: La ilaha Ilallah ?
A. Muhammad Is the Messnger of God
B. There is no God but Allah
C. Ali is the beloved of Allah
D. God is one
Ans: B

37: what is the meaning of Alhamdolillah
A.
B.
C.
D.

If God wills
I am Muslim
All praise is for Allah
Allah is pure

Ans: C

38) What does Asma ul Husna mean?
A. Allah is the greatest
B. Allah is all powerful
C. Allah is not dependent on anyone or anything
D. The Beautiful names of Allah
Ans: D

39) Imam Hassan (a.s) was born on …
A. 3rd of Shaban
B. 3rd of Rajab
C. 15th of Ramadan
D. 7th of Safar
Ans: C

40) You are taking Book 2 test, this test has been published by
A. Majlis Ulama Washington

B. Majlis e Wahdat e Muslimeen

C. Majlis e Shia Ulama

D. Majlis e Ulama Shia Europe

Ans: D

Chapter 1: Merits of Good Akhlaq
1. In how many groups can we divide people? A. Two Groups: good people and bad people
2. What makes some people good and some bad? A. Their Manners
3. What is the exact meaning of Akhlaq? A. Manners
4. What did Prophet Muhammad (s) say about Akhlaq? A. “I have been sent by Allah so that I may
teach the people good Akhlaq.”
5. What Kind of Akhlaq should we have as a Muslim? A. We should always have Good Akhlaq
6. What is the meaning of Good Akhlaq? A. Doing Good deeds all the time.
7. Can you write four examples of Good Akhlaq? A. 1. Greeting each other, 2. Loving Allah 3. Helping
our parents, 4. Sharing our things
8. Can you write four examples of Bad Akhlaq? A. 1. Being greedy. 2. Not listening to parents 3.
Telling lies. 4. being lazy
Chapter 2: Good Habits, Saying Bismillah and Saying Alhamdulillah
1. What should we say before starting anything? A. “Bismillahir Rahamnir Rahim”
2. What is the meaning of “Bimillahir Rahmanir Rahim”? A. “I begin in Allah’s name who is the most
Kind and the most Merciful”
3. How does Allah help us if we say Bismillah before starting anything? A. Allah (st) helps us finish
our work and keep Shaitan away from us.
4. What did the nice lady (mentioned in chapter 2) say every night before sleep? A. Bismillahir
Rahmanir Raheem
5. In the story, where did the husband throw the ring? A. In the river.
6. What did the lady buy for the dinner? A. Fish
7. What did she find inside the fish? A. Her ring.
8. Can you write any example, when we should say Bismillah? A. Before we eat our food and before
doing our homework etc.

9. How do we say ‘Thank You’ to Allah in Islam? A. Alhamdulillah.
10. What is the meaning of Alhamdulillah? A. All the praises belong to Allah.
11. Why do we praise and thank Allah? A. Because he has given us so many gifts such as Hands, Eyes,
Ears etc
12. How many years did Prophet Muhammad (P.B.U.H) preach for? A: 23
13. Which Salah can be performed without Wudu? A. Mayy’at salah
14. How many waajib actions are in Salah? 11
15. When and where was Imam Hussain (A.S) martyred?

A. 10th of Muharram 61 AH, Karbala

إ اَّيكَ ن َ ْع ُبدُ َوإ اَّيكَ ن َ ْس َت ِع ُي
ِ
ِ
A. It is You (Allah) we worship and You we ask for help
16. Write down the meaning of this Ayat of the Quran .

17. Write down the names of Nijasaat.
Urine and Stool
-Blood
-Dead body
-Kafir (unbeliever)
-Dog
-Pig
-Alcoholic drinks.
-Semen
18. write down Waajib actions of wudhu.
WAJIB ACTIONS of Wudhu Niyaah, Washing the face, Washing arms, Masah of the head, Masah of
the feet
19. what does Taqleed mean? A. Taqleed means obeying Islamic Laws according to the ruling of a
Mujtahid
20. During the Holy Prophet’s youth, he was truthful and respected, which gained him two titles, write
the two titles that people called him? A. Sadiq & Amin
21. Prophet Muhammad’s (P.B.U.H) had four children. Write down the names of two
children? A. Ibrahim a.s, Qasim a.s, Abdullah a.s & Bibi Fatimah a.s
22) Which Imam was born in the month of Ramadhan?A. Imam Hassan a.s
23) In which Islamic month did Laylatul Qadr occur? A. Ramadhan
24) What happened in the night of Laylatul Qadr? <> A. Qur'an was revealed
25. What is the name of the twelfth Imam? <> A. Imam mehdi a.s
26. What is his father’s name? A. Imam Hasan Al Askari (a.s)
27. What is his mother’s name? A. Sayyida Narjis (a.s)

28. Write the meaning of each sentence of the Kalimah.
LA ILAHA IL LAL LAH <> There is no God but Allah
MUHAMMADUN RASULUL LAH <> Muhammad s.a.w is the Messenger of Allah
ALI YUN WALI YUL LAH <> Imam Ali is the wali of Allah

WASI YU RASULIL LAH <> Imam Ali is the successor of the Prophet.
WA KHALIFATUHU BILA FASL <> ) Imam Ali is the Khalifah after the prophet.
29. Write the meaning of each deed and give an example to explain your answer.
1 Waajib,

2 Mustahab,

3 Makrooh,

4 Mubah

and

5 Haraam.

A.WAJIB = You have to do it. E.g Wearing Hijab is Wajib.
Haraam = You should never do it. E.g Stealing is Haraam.
Mustahab = You should try to do it. E.g Visiting the sick is Mustahab.
Makruh = You should try not to do it. E.g To eat too much until you feel sick is Makruh
Mubah = It does not matter if you do it or not. E.g Sleeping is Mubah

Chapter 3: Cleanliness
1. What Did Allah say in the Holy Quran about cleanliness? A. “He loves those who keep themselves
clean.
2. What is the difference between Clean and Pak? A. Clean= free from dirt Pak=to be pure according
to Islam.
3. Why is it so important to be clean? A. Because it will keep you healthy.
4. Write any two ways to keep yourself clean. A.1. Take shower 2.Brush your teeth
5. What kind of food should we eat always? A. Halal
Chapter 4: Being Selective in eating and drinking.
1. What is the meaning of Zabiha? A. Zabiha means any halal animal which is slaughtered according
to Islam.
2. Why Alcohol has been forbidden? A. Because alcohol is bad and harmful for us.
3. What does the “V” sign mean? A. V means vegetarian, which means there is no meat in it.
4. Is pork haram or halal for us to eat? A. Haram.
Chapter 5: Respect of Parents
1. What does Allah (st) say in Quran about Parents? A. “Do not worship anyone except Allah and be
kind to your parents.”
2. What did Prophet Muhammad (S.A.W.W) say about parents? A. When we please our parents we
are pleasing Allah, and when upset then we are upsetting Allah.
3. In Islam what we are told about heaven? A. It lies under the feet of your mother.
4. Write four ways you can thank your parents. A. 1.By making them happy 2. By doing things for
them without being told to 3. by never raising your voice when we are talk to them 4. By praying for
them.

5. How should we treat our grandparents? A. With same respect we treat our parents.
Chapter 6: Sharing with your Brothers and Sisters.
1. Who gave us everything? A. Allah gave us everything.
2. What will happen if we share things with our brothers and sisters? A. Allah will give us more.
3. Why our brothers and sisters are very special? A. Because they will always be there for us when
we need them.
4. In the story what did Kazim’s mom ask him to do? A. Share toys with younger brother.
5. What happened when Kazim went to Reza’s house? A. Raza was being mean.

Chapter 7: Tawheed & Manners in the Masjid & Centre.
1. Write the name of the place we use only for Salaah? A. Mosque
2. What is an Islamic centre? A. Place for Salah and other Islamic functions.
3. Which foot should we use to enter an Islamic centre? A. Right Foot.
4. What things should we remember when we go in Islamic centre? A. Say salaam to people. Remove
shoes and find the space to sit.
5. What should you do if you don’t understand the Islamic lectures? A. Recite Salawat or Tasbeeh of
Sayyida Fatimah Zahra(a.s)
6. Which foot should we use when leaving Islamic centre? A. Left foot.
7. Which thing should we avoid in centre? A. Avoid Talking and playing outside
8. What is the meaning of

إَّلل َأ َحد
ُ ُق ْل ه َُو ا

A. (O’ Prophet) Say that God is one, the eternal being

9. What is the meaning of Tawheed? A. The oneness of Allah (S.W.T)

Chapter 8: Manner of Sleeping.
1. What things should we do before going to bed? A. 1.Brush our teeth 2.Do Wudhu 3. Say
fiamanillah to your family 4.Recite surah from Quran.
2. Which angel writes your good deeds? A. The angel on the right side.
3. What should we say to Allah before sleep? A. Say sorry for our bad deeds and promise not to do it
again.

4. How should we sleep? A. On our back or right side.
5. Can you write the way we should avoid sleeping? A. On our tummy.

Chapter 9: Manners of Waking up.
1. Where does our soul go when we sleep? A. Go to visit Allah.
2. What should we remember to do in morning? A. Say Bismillah Say salam to our 12 Imams (as) Say
salam to your parents
3. What should we remember before entering our parent’s room? A. Knock on the door and wait for
their permission
4. What should we do after using toilet? A. Wash yourself.
5. Write any two things you should do after you wake up. A. Brush my teeth. Pray my Fajr Salah.
Chapter 10: Manners of Talking.
1. What Imam Husain (a.s) said about manners of talking? A. “You should never begin a conversation
without first saying salaam to the person”.
2. What things should we remember before speaking? A. Speak what is useful, truthful and not
harmful to anyone.
3. Write few things that you must never do when speaking. A. Never hurt anyone’s feeling even in
joke Never use bad language Never backbite anyone. 4. What should you do if you are not sure
about saying something? A. Then it’s better to keep quiet.

Chapter 11: Lying
1. What is the meaning of Honesty? A. truthfulness in your words and actions
2. What does Allah say about lying? A. We should never lie because it is Haraam.
3. Who is the perfect example of honesty in Islam? A. Our Prophet Muhammad (s.a.w.w)
4. Our Prophet Muhammad (s.a.w.w) is known as. A. Truthful.
5. What our Holy Prophet told the man to do? A. Give up lying.
6. What happened when man gave up lying? A. He gave up all his other sins.

Chapter 12: Friendship.
1. How friends influence each other? A. through their practices, thoughts and belief.
2. What is the saying of our Holy Prophet (s.a.w.w) about friendship? A. “The behaviour of everyone
depends on the belief and principles of his/her friend”.
3. How was the behaviour of Imam’s friend with the servant? A. Very angry and abusive.

4. What the Imam (as) said to his friend after his bad behaviour with servant? A. Imam (a.s) told him
that their friendship is over and Imam (as) walked away from him.
5. What are the qualities of a good friend? A. Kind, truthful and who help others and parents.

Chapter 13: Seeking Knowledge.
1. What quality a community should have to survive in this world? A. To have good education.
2. What is the meaning of knowledge? A. To understand and act upon what you have learnt.
3. What did our Prophet (s.a.w.w) say about knowledge? A. Every Muslim man and woman must
gain knowledge.
4. Which group of people Prophet (s.a.w.w) preferred when he entered the mosque? A. the people
who were doing the discussion.
5. Why is it important to gain knowledge? A. You will become closer to Allah.

Chapter 14: Respect of Teachers.
1. What is the role of our teachers? A. They teach us how to follow the right path.
2. Why do teachers deserve respect? A. Because they give us knowledge.
3. How can you get this knowledge from your teacher? A. by listening to your teacher, and paying
attention and making you understand what you have listened.
4. Write three ways of showing respect to your teacher. A. You should stand and say salaam as your
teacher enters the classroom. You should never interrupt your teacher. You should always be
thankful to your teacher.

Chapter 15: Be kind to others.
1. What are the feelings? A. Feelings are your emotions. For example how happy or sad you are.
2. Is there any medicine to cure if you hurt anyone’s feeling? A. There is no medicine.
3. Will Allah (st) forgive if you hurt someone’s feelings? A. No, He will not forgive you unless that
person forgives you first.
4. Which three things we should think about before making fun of someone? A. How would you feel
if you were them? How much you are hurting them? The person may lose confidence in him/her.

Chapter 16: Manners at other People’s home.
1. What does Islam teach us to do when we visit someone’s home? A. Be polite.
2. How should we be polite? Write two ways. A. Knock before you enter. If the host is Muslim, say
Salaamun Alaykum

3. What is the reason for being polite with others? A. They will feel happy and Allah (st) will be
pleased and we will get Thawaab.

Book 2
Aqaid
1: What is the meaning of ‘’Wasiyyu Rasolillah’’?
Ans: Imam Ali (a) is the leader after Prophet Muhammad (S)
2: What is the meaning of ‘’Waa Khalifatuhu billa fasal’’?
Ans: Imam Ali (A) is the true khalifah
3:What makes a leader good?(according to book)
Ans: Offer Salaah
Read Quran
Help Others
Respect Parents
Help the Poor

4: What is Usool Deen?
Ans: Usool ad-Deen means the Roots of Religion. The roots of religion are five.
5: What is the meaning of Nabuwwah?
Ans: Nabuwwah Allah sent Prophets to guide us.
6:Names the Usool deen and how they are?
Ans: The roots of religion are five.
Tawheed
Adaalah
Nabuwwah
Imaamah
Qiyaamah

7: What is the meaning of Attribute?
Ans: An attribute is a word that describes someone.
8: What is difference between Ar Rahman and Ar Raheem?

Ans: AR-RAHMAAN: Allah is kind to everyone
AR-RAHEEM: Allah is especially kind to good muslims

9: What is the meaning of Al Aleem?
Ans: “AL-ʿALEEM

means the - the All-Knowing

10: What does Adaalah mean?
Ans:

Adalaah means Allah is Fair & Just

11: Who is Prophet or Nabi?
Ans: Prophet, or Nabi in Islam, means The one who is sent by Allah to guide us
12: How many Prophets Allah sent to us?
Ans: Allah has sent us 124,000 Prophets to guide us.
13: Who was the first and last Prophet?
Ans: The first Prophet was Prophet Adam (A).
The last Prophet was Prophet Muhammad (S).

14: Who is Imam?
Ans: Imams are the leaders sent by Allah who guide us after the death of Prophet Muhammad (S).
15: Who is the last Imam and where he is?
Ans: The last Imam is Imam al-Mahdi (A), who is our present Imam and is still living
16: What Prophet Muhammad(S) said about the Ahlulbauth?
Ans: The Ahlul Bayt are like the ship of Prophet Nuh (A). Whoever gets on it will be saved, and

whoever doesn’t will drown.”

17:Write the any title of twelfth Imam with meaning?
Ans: The title “al-Mahdi” means “The Guided One”
18:How do we pray for appearance ?
Ans: We say ‘AjjalAllaahu Farajah,’ (May Allah let him return to us quickly) after his name to pray

for his quick appearance

19:Before Allah made Human beings what Allah made Write any
three names?
Ans: Before Allah made human beings, He made everything else: the sun and the moon –
the sky –
the earth –
the animals

20: Who is Iblees?
Ans: Iblees was a very good Jinn, so Allah let him come to the heavens to live with the Angels.
21: What jinns and Human made from?
Ans:

Allah made Jinns from fire. He made human beings from clay.

22: Whats the difference between Angels and Jinn?
Ans: The Angels are like Allah’s servants and they happily do everything He orders. But, the Jinns
are like people:

23: Who is the first man Allah created?
Ans:

Prophet Adam( (A)

24: What should we always do?
Ans: We must always listen to Allah and be good Muslim children, so that we can go to heaven.
25: Why Iblees don’t want to bow down to Prophet Adam?
Ans: Iblees, who used to live with the Angels, did not listen to Allah. He said that he was made

from fire and was better than Prophet Adam (A), so he would not bow down to him.

Multiple Questions
1: ‘’Waa Khalifatuhu billa Fasal’’ means _______
a) Imam Ali(a) is the True Khalifah
b) Imam Ali(a) is the True Leader

c) Imam Ali is the first Imam
d) Imam is the good leader
2: What things makes a leader good?
a) Offer Salaah
b) Say Bad word
c) Be Messy
d) Steal
3: Tawheed means________
a) Allah is One
b) Allah is Just
c) Allah is Kind
d) Allah is unfair
4: What does Adaalah mean?
a.) Allah is Fair & Just
b) .Allah is unfair
c.) Allah is kind
d) .Allah is one
5: Sometimes, we think things are unfair, but
a.) they are actually fair
b.) they are unfair
6: Allah is Just means that He is always _____
a) Fair
b) Just
c) Unfair
d) Kind
7: Adaalah is one of the _________
a. Usool ad-Deen

b.Furoo ad-Deen
8: Allah sent us ________ Prophets to guide us.
a) 1240
b) 124000
c) 12400
d) 5
9: Before Allah made humans, he made __________
.a) The sun
b) Angels
c) Jinns
d) All of the above
10: Iblees is a_________
a. Human
b. Jinn
c. Monster
d. Bug
11: Allah made Jinns from ________
a. Fire
b. Water
c. Leaves
d. Play-doh
12: Angels do whatever Allah tells them to do
a) No they do what they want
b) They don’t obey Allah
c) They always do what Allah said to them

d) Jinns are like people
13: All Jinns are bad.
a) no All jins are not bad
b) yes all jins are bad
c) jins are not good
d) all jins are good
14: Our Last Prophet is ________
a) Prophet Isa(A)
b) Prophet Musa(A)
c) Prophet Muhammad(S)
d) Prophet Dawood(a)

Answers
A
2) B
3) A
4) A
5) A
6) A
7) A
8) B
9) D
10) B
11) A
12) C
13) A
14) C
1)

